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THE UNITED STATES 
& THE MIDDLE EAST 
By Kevin Conlon 
U.S. policy in the Middle East is integral to 
American political discourse. A presidential or 
congressional candidate must prove her/his 
foreign-policy knowledge on the campaign 
trail, but unfortunately the electorate is 
generally not informed enough to critically 
assess a candidate’s understanding. This 
risks giving our leaders virtually unchecked 
power to make policy in our name. Thus, an 
important part of educating young citizens in 
a democracy is to teach them the tools they 
will need to understand their nation’s foreign 
policy, past and present.


A nation’s relations with others is based on 
promoting its short and long-term interests 
while reflecting its core values. In this 
process, a nation’s political, social, and moral 
values are either faithfully reflected or they 
become compromised, as when democracy 
is not advanced or human rights are ignored. 
Students are often astonished that the U.S. 
supports regimes that do not uphold the 
rights of their own citizens. Exploring such 
contradictions in the classroom leads to 
enlightening conversations. A nation’s 
citizens and rising citizens (our students) 
have a civic responsibility to seek to 
understand and critique their government’s 
foreign policy, to examine the balance 
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Chapter Glossary 
Arab Nationalism: A 20th century ideology based on 
the premise that Arabs have a unified language and 
shared history.   
Authoritarian: A regime dominated by one ruler 
whose power is maintained through both repression 
and a government infrastructure beholden to 
personal loyalties.   
Camp David Accords: Signed by the presidents of 
Egypt (Sadat) and Israel (Begin) and witnessed by 
U.S. President Carter, ultimately led to the 1979 
peace treaty between Egypt and Israel. No 
Palestinian representative was present at these 
talks.    
Cold War (1947-1991): A long period of post-WWII 
political and military tension between the “Western 
Bloc” (U.S./NATO all ies) and the “Eastern 
Bloc” (Soviet Union and its allies).  
Daesh: An Arabic acronym for the phrase al-Dawla 
al-Islamiya al-Iraq al-Sham (Islamic State of Iraq and 
the Levant). Also referred to as ISIS or ISIL.  
Democracy: A system of government in which the 
nation’s people directly participate in decisions 
about the state’s affairs (usually by voting).   
Diplomatic relations/diplomacy: The practice of 
conducting relations among nation-states.  
Embargo: A ban on a particular good or trade with a 
particular country.  
Gaza (The Gaza Strip): A small Palestinian territory 
located along the Mediterranean coast between 
Egypt and Israel. It is deeply impoverished and 
resource-scarce,  kept in isolation by the Israeli 
mil itary, and ruled by Hamas, an Islamist 
organization.  
The Great Game: The 19th Century rivalry between 
the British and Russian Empires to control Central 
Asian territories.   

(continued on page 2) 
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between protecting vital interests and 
promoting core values, and to assess whether 
our policy makers are effectively representing 
w h o w e a r e a s a n a t i o n . C o m p l e x 
developments in the Middle East over the 
past century have given rise to the map that 
confronts U.S. foreign policy today. At the end 
of World War I, the centuries-old Ottoman 
Empire crumbled, and its Arab lands fell under 
European control. Iran and Saudi Arabia, 
ostensibly independent, had both been allies 
of the U.S. since the early 20th century, but, 
following World War II, much of the Middle 
East (Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Syria and Iraq) 
struggled to define itself following the demise 
of British and French imperialism. The 
emergence of the state of Israel (officially 
declared in 1948) was also a part of this 
nationalist impulse.


These events form the context in which the 
U.S. and the Soviet Union, the two 
superpowers that emerged after World War II, 
exercised their influence to shape how Middle 
Eastern nations and territories interacted with 
the world. When the Soviet Union collapsed in 
1991, international politics lost a significant 
counterbalancing power, tilting the world 
towards the United States as the sole 
superpower. The U.S. exercised its influence 
more easily, as seen in 1991, when it gained 
international support through the U.N. to lead 
a military coalition into Kuwait to oust Iraq's 
invading forces. 


If European imperialism was the main 
backdrop to the pre-World War II Middle East, and the Cold War the context from the end of World 
War II to the fall of the Soviets, then support for the state of Israel, the growing strength of a global 
economy, and the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terror attacks underpin ongoing U.S. policy 
and actions in the region. The core U.S. interests today include: (1) an ideological connection with 
and feelings of responsibility for Israel;  2) access to energy resources (oil); (3) access to bases and 
ports that allow for a US military presence to protect the aforementioned interests; (4) access to key 
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Chapter Glossary  
(continued from page 1) 

Jihad: The struggle of Muslims to maintain their 
religion. Can be interpreted as the smaller and 
more personal struggle that Muslims endure to 
practice their faith, but it can also be interpreted 
as the greater struggle or the process of making a 
society Islamic. 
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (Iran Deal): 
On July 14, 2015, the P5+1 (China, France, 
Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the 
United States), the European Union (EU), and Iran 
reached a Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA) to ensure that Iran’s nuclear program will 
be exclusively peaceful. As a result of Iran’s 
verifiable  compliance with the agreement, the 
United States and the EU have lifted nuclear-
related sanctions on Iran. The JCPOA went into 
effect in January 2016. 
Imperialism: Advocacy for empire, or the control 
of large territories through colonization, military 
force, or other means.    
Mujahideen: The plural form of a person engaged 
in jihad, usually used in reference to the U.S.-
supported Muslim guerrilla fighters in the 1980s/
90s Soviet war in Afghanistan. 
N A T O : T h e N o r t h A t l a n t i c T r e a t y 
Organization,whose 28 member states include the 
U.S. and much of Europe, pledge to mutually 
defend one another in an attack by an outside 
party.   
Policy/foreign policy: Strategies chosen by a 
state to safeguard its own interests and achieve 
particular goals.  
Rapprochement: From the French word, “coming 
together,” establishing or re-establishing 
harmonious relations among states or parties.  
Six-Day War: Also known as the 1967 Arab-Israeli 
war, the conflict that resulted in Israel’s contested 
occupation of the West Bank, the Gaza Strip, the 
Golan Heights, and the Sinai Peninsula.
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waterways; (5) diminished insurgency, 
radicalization, terror; and (6) nuclear non-
proliferation. U.S. involvement in the region in 
recent years has been significant. President 
George W. Bush launched the Global War on 
Terror in response to 9/11 with the invasion 
and occupation of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq 
(2003). The Arab revolts that began in 2011 
along with a surge in Islamic extremism have 
added to the volatile landscape. The speed of 
change in the region often outpaces the U.S. 
ability to adequately respond, forcing the U.S. 
to reconfigure its Middle East policy as new 
facts on the ground emerge. However, once 
patterns in foreign policy solidify, they are very 
slow to change. Consider that for over 70 years 
the Soviet Union was the enemy; for 50 years 
Cuba was an enemy; Israel has been an ally 
since its establishment in 1948; Iran has been 
an enemy for 36 years. The entrenchment of 
these and other positions make shifting 
relationships politically challenging. However, 
as with the recent reopening of diplomatic 
relations between the U.S. and Cuba, the 
summer 2015 nuclear agreement with Iran may 
be the first step in such a shift.


Israel and Palestine 
The touchstone for the U.S. relationship with the Middle East is its close relationship with Israel. The 
most recent, and, unsuccessful, U.S. diplomatic efforts in 2014 to resolve the Palestinian-Israeli 
conflict were overshadowed by Israel’s devastating attacks on the Gaza Strip, a densely populated 
enclave that is governed by Hamas, an armed Islamist organization, that same summer. In recent 
years, the U.S. relationship with Israel has come under greater scrutiny and critique as the Obama 
administration has been at loggerheads with the increasingly conservative Israeli government led by 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. Additionally, in the hours before the polls closed in Israel’s 
national election in the spring of 2015, incumbent Prime Minister Netanyahu declared that he would 
no longer pursue a two-state peace deal with the Palestinians, scuttling the official U.S. diplomatic 
goal in brokering a resolution of the conflict. It remains to be seen if the successor to the Obama 
administration will fall in line with the current Israeli position on the conflict and abandon pursuit of a 
two-state deal. 
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The terrorist attacks on New York and Washington, DC 
of September 11, 2001 have been central to U.S. policy 
in and American public understanding of the Middle 
East. Memory of these tragic events is ever-present.  
Here, a sailor reads names from the 9/11 Memorial at 
Ground Zero during Fleet Week New York 2012. 

Photo courtesy of the U.S. Navy. 
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The U.S. has supported Israel militarily and has 
provided aid since the start of the 1960s. Israel 
was an ally against the growing influence of the 
Soviets, who aimed to gain access to oil through 
their support of Arab Nationalism. In 1967, Israel 
dominated in the Six-Day War with Egypt, Syria 
and Jordan, seizing control of Egypt’s Sinai, 
Syria’s Golan Heights, and the Jordanian-
controlled, but Palestinian-inhabited, West Bank 
and East Jerusalem. While the U.S. did not 
support Israel’s seizure of land during that war, 
which was illegal under international law, Cold 
War politics prevailed, and the U.S. intensified its 
support for Israel as the Soviets backed the 
angered Arab countries with new weapons and 
technical support. Though countering Soviet 
influence was the primary motivator for the initial 
U.S. backing of Israel, this grew into a broader-
based support over the following decades. 
Despite official U.S. government opposition to the 
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This detailed map of Israeli settlements (illegal 
under international law) in the West Bank, January 
2006, illuminates a persistent obstacle to successful 
peace talks aimed at achieving a two-state solution. 
For a more recent and more detailed version of this 
map see  https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Westbank_Control_
%26_Access_Restrictions_Dec_2012.png  

Map courtesy of the United Nations Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. 

Secretary of State John Kerry and Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu greet each other in Jerusalem in 
2015. The U.S.'s strong alliance with Israel, though a 
source of tension in the Middle East and among many 
Americans, is a cornerstone of American foreign policy. 

Photo courtesy of U.S. Department of Defense/U.S. 
Embassy Tel Aviv

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Westbank_Control_%26_Access_Restrictions_Dec_2012.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Westbank_Control_%26_Access_Restrictions_Dec_2012.png
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Israeli occupation of the Palestinian 
territories, the unwavering American 
support of Israel contributes to very 
negative perceptions of the U.S. among 
numerous Arab states. Indeed, American 
support for Israel intensifies despite the 
growing number of Jewish Israeli settlers 
making their homes in the illegally 
controlled lands. One could argue that 
the U.S. policy of advocating for a two-
state solution is undermined by not 
actively challenging the unrestricted 
e x p a n s i o n o f s e t t l e m e n t s t h a t 
accommodate more than 700,000 Israelis 
living inside the West Bank, making such 
a resolution to the conflict less and less 
likely.


Iran 
American foreign policy in the Middle East has also 
been heavily influenced by the contentious 
relationship between the United States and the 
Republic of Iran. For most of the 20th century, Iran's 
monarchy served American interests well. This was 
particularly true under Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, 
who served as Shah, or King, from 1941-1979. In 
fact, Reza Shah’s rule of Iran was shifted from that of 
constitutional monarch to an absolute monarch when 
a 1953 U.S. and British intervention removed the 
populist Mohammad Mosaddegh from his competing 
post as Prime Minister. As such, many in Iran saw the 
U.S. as responsible for keeping the Pahlavi dynasty 
in power and denying the Iranian people control of 
their nation’s government and economy. Indeed, 
most Iranians were growing increasingly alienated 
from the neglectful monarchy and were ready to 
revolt to overthrow it, although there was no unified 
position on what to put in its place. In 1978-1979 a 
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The U.S. relationship with Iran was markedly 
different prior to Iran’s 1979 revolution.  Under 
Mohamad Reza Pahlavi, the U.S. once avidly 
supported Iran’s nuclear power program as this 
American utility company ad shows.  

Conditions in the poverty-ridden Gaza Strip are bleak and 
remain an open wound in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. A 
recent bombing campaign carried out by Israel in Gaza in 
2014 was particularly devastating, as this August 2014 photo 
of a destroyed ambulance demonstrates.  

Photo courtesy of Boris Niehaus (www.1just.de)
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broad-based revolution allowed the Shi’a 
clerics, the best organized opposition group, to 
seize control, declare an Islamic Republic, and 
depose the U.S.-backed Shah from power. This 
revolution marked a huge shift in relations 
between the U.S. and Iran, with each country 
now seeing the other as a sworn enemy. Later 
in 1979, Iranian students stormed the U.S. 
embassy in the capital, Tehran, and held the 
staff hostage for 444 days, further fomenting 
animosity between the two nations. Ironically, 
the currently maligned Iranian nuclear program 
was actually promoted by the U.S. in the 

waning days of the Pahlavi monarchy. Today the 
program serves as a major point of global conflict and 
mistrust, along with Iran’s support for Hezbollah in 
Lebanon and Bashar al Assad in Syria. Iran has been 
alienated from world diplomacy as a result of these 
tensions, and international sanctions have caused 
much suffering for Iran’s people over the past few 
decades.


In his first term, President Obama made an overture to Iran in his 2009 Cairo speech (and to other 
Muslim-majority nations in the region) to resolve their differences through diplomacy. Obama’s Iran 
policy differs from his predecessors’ in that he has opened up communications and has laid out a 
path to rapprochement. Obama’s political opponents have criticized him for “apologizing” for 
America’s past policies and deeds, implying that such statements are not the behavior of a strong 
nation. While the president did not actually apologize for anything, he indicated that his 
administration was willing to engage in discussions, which was a significant departure from the 
previous 30-plus years. According to senior U.S. officials, both active and retired, a possible 
outcome of the 2015 nuclear agreement with Iran is an increase in U.S. standing in the Middle East, 
which has suffered over the past few decades. Since early 2016, some sections have been lifted 
and Iran is pursuing a variety of bilateral trade agreements in order to bolster its stifled economy.  


Afghanistan 
While Afghanistan became a nation in the 18th century, it quickly grew dependent on imperial Great 
Britain, which wanted to keep the Tsarist Russian Empire out of Afghanistan to prevent it from 
expanding toward India, the Jewel of the British Crown. This period is often referred to as “The 
Great Game.” Afghanistan was quite insignificant to U.S. foreign-policy interests until after World 
War II when the Soviet Union began providing military training and aid to the country to ensure it 
had a friendly southern neighbor. The U.S. had a small presence in Afghanistan aiding the country 
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Officials from the P5+1 countries, the European 
Union and Iran announce the framework of an 
agreement on the Iranian nuclear program in 
2015. This marks a significant shift in Iran’s 
political isolation. 

Photo courtesy of the U.S. Department of State. 
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with road building projects, but U.S. involvement 
was dramatically overshadowed by rival nations. 
The Soviets sent in troops to prop up a 
communist-friendly coup in 1978, and the years 
of training Afghan’s military seemed to pay off. 
However, Soviet involvement turned into a ten-
year war of attrition that would demoralize Soviet 
society, cost over a million Afghan lives and kill 
thousands of Soviet military personnel, and 
ultimately precipitate the fall of the USSR in 
1991. The U.S. covertly, then more overtly, 
supported the Afghan resistance. In the process 
the U.S. effectively helped build up the Taliban 
as well as the future global terror network of Al 
Qaeda. After the fall of the Soviet Union, 
Afghanistan ceased to be of interest to U.S. 
foreign policy. When the Taliban prevailed 
against the Afghan regional warlords and 
established a loose government by the 
mid-1990s, it also allowed Osama Bin Laden 
and other radical Muslim fighters like Al-Qaeda 
operatives to train for global jihad against the 
U.S. and the West. Following Al Qaeda’s 
September 11, 2001 attacks on New York and 
Washington, DC, U.S. President George W. Bush ordered the 
invasion of Afghanistan and launched the longest U.S. military 
operation since the U.S.-Vietnam War. In May 2011, U.S. Special 
Forces killed Osama Bin Laden in his compound in Abbottabad, 
Pakistan. This marked a sort of “mission accomplished” for the U.S. 
military operation in Afghanistan, whose purpose was to capture 
and defeat the Al Qaeda terror network and its Taliban facilitators. 
However, U.S. national interests and reputation continue to suffer 
due to the overall failure to subdue the Taliban in Afghanistan. 
Moreover, an even more radical Pakistani Taliban currently carries 
out, or attempts to carry out, acts of terror against the U.S. and its 
allies. Anti-Americanism is more prevalent today in both 
Afghanistan and Pakistan than it was prior to the 2001 invasion. 
Afghanistan has struggled to recover from years of conflict and 
occupation, and has in many areas reverted to traditional forms of 
income (opium production) and a de-centralized form of 
government that the United States sought to replace with more 
regulated law and order. 
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The U.S. Supported rebels in 
Afghanistan against the Soviet 
Union in the 80s.  Ironically, 
these mujahideen rebels were 
the precursor to groups such as 
the Taliban and al-Qaeda. Here, 
in 1989, wounded mujahideen 
rebels were evacuated from 
Islamabad, Pakistan, and taken 
to hospitals in Europe and the 
United States for medical 
treatment.  

Photo courtesy of http://
www.defenseimagery.mil. 
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Iraq 
A few years into the U.S. military occupation of Afghanistan, the 
Bush administration presented its case to the world for the 
invasion of Iraq, which was then under the authoritarian rule of 
Saddam Hussein. In February 2003, U.S. Secretary of State Colin 
Powell argued before the UN General Assembly that Hussein 
possessed biological weapons and was seeking to develop a 
nuclear weapon. The evidence Powell presented was disputed 
mainly in the foreign press. With surprising expediency, President 
Bush ordered the military invasion of Iraq and troops were 
deployed by March 2003. The U.S. came under increasing 
international criticism for its decision, and ultimately faced 
rebuke among the American public, as no 
“weapons of mass destruction” were ever 
found. After toppling the brutal dictatorship of 
Saddam Hussein, there was a power vacuum 
that was not addressed sufficiently by U.S. 
policy and action which led to great instability. 
Order broke down even further when the U.S. 
military ordered the Iraqi army to disband 
because of uncertainties about its loyalties, 
which galvanized a newly unemployed and 
armed segment of society against U.S. presence in Iraq. 
While elections were eventually held in Iraq to reestablish a 
government, elected leaders remained weak as 
sociopolitical and sectarian divisions have become more 
significant and entrenched among Sunni and Shia Iraqis 
and Iraqi Kurds. In part due to the chaos of a weak central 
government and a relatively inexperienced new Iraqi 
military, a new brand of religious extremist fighters has now 
emerged who call themselves the “Islamic State.” The 
Islamic State is also referred to its Arabic acronym of 
Daesh by its opponents. They have succeeded in taking 
control of significant swaths of territory in the northern half 
of Iraq and into much of Syria, adding to the chaos of 
Syria’s ongoing civi l war. Many 
observers argue that due to its actions 
in Afghanistan and Iraq the U.S. has 
largely discredited itself as a positive 
global power. A more generous 
assessment would suggest that the 
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Former President of Iraq, Saddam Hussein, during his 
trial in 2004, caused immense suffering of the Iraqi 
people.  Hussein’s overthrow was a central goal in the 
U.S's Gulf wars, but life for Iraqis since his removal 
remains unstable and uncertain.  He was executed in 
2006 after being found guilty of crimes against humanity 
by the Iraqi Special Tribunal.  

Photo courtesy of www.dodmedia.osd.mil

The 2003 U.S.-led invasion of Iraq divided the American people 
and continues to be a point of contention today in national 
politics.  Here protestors march near the White House in 2005. 

Photo courtesy of Chris Christner

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Saddam_Hussein
http://www.dodmedia.osd.mil
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Saddam_Hussein
http://www.dodmedia.osd.mil
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U.S. is seeking to inspire democratic 
change in the region and that there 
remains a long road ahead to bring 
about stability and prosperity. The Arab 
uprisings have also added to the sense 
of ongoing change and instability 
throughout the region. One major 
challenge for students of international 
relations is to propose policies that 
would encourage political stability with 
respect for human rights and traditional 
customs, while allowing for broad-
based economic growth.


Egypt 
Despite Egypt's alignment with the Soviets during the 
Nasser era, Egypt became a major U.S. ally in the Middle 
East after the 1978 Camp David Accords led to a peace 
treaty between Egypt and Israel. Ever since, Egypt has been 
second only to Israel in its reception of U.S. 
foreign aid. The basis of this relationship is the 
promotion of U.S. strategic interests vis-à-vis 
Israel’s security, and to a lesser extent the 
promotion of American political and cultural 
values. The U.S. maintained particularly close 
relations with the Egyptian military, which 
enjoyed a quasi-independent existence from the 
civilian rule of the authoritarian president (who as 
a rule was always a former military officer). 
These steady relations between Egypt and the 
U.S. ruptured when Egyptian citizens took to the 
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In February 2011 over 2 million protest in 
Cairo’s Tahrir Square, demanding 
Mubarak’s resignation. After 30 years as 
Egypt’s president, Mubarak was ultimately 
overthrown by the people’s uprising.   

Photo courtesy of Flickr/Jonathan Rashad

Under Mubarak, Egypt was a long-time U.S. ally. 
After his 2011 ouster, diplomatic relations are 
more uncertain due to a transformed geo-political 
landscape in Egypt and beyond. Above: Hillary 
Clinton meets with the Muslim-Brotherhood-
affiliated President Morsi in July 2012.  Left: In 
2013 John Kerry meets with General Al-Sisi, who 
was sworn in as President in 2014.   

Photos courtesy of U.S. Department of State
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streets in January 2011 to protest the high cost of bread, the desperately poor economy, and the 
denial of basic civil and political rights. The U.S. Secretary of State at the time, Hillary Clinton, 
delayed support of the protestors until it was clear that President Hosni Mubarak—in power for 
nearly thirty years—was going to stand down after millions of protestors occupied Cairo’s Tahrir 
Square for eighteen days demanding his resignation. This initial overthrow led to contentious 
elections that ultimately ushered in the well-organized moderate Islamist party, the Muslim 
Brotherhood. When its leader Muhammad Morsi won the presidency, he proceeded to overreach his 
mandate in the eyes of the protestors, who again succeeded in forcing Morsi's removal from office 
in July 2013 in yet another coup d’état, only a year after his election. A former general, Abdel Fattah 
el-Sisi, won the next election and essentially returned Egypt to the pre-revolutionary status quo by 
making it virtually illegal to protest the government. Significantly, the U.S. recently resumed military 
and other aid to Egypt to maintain its interests in the region. A question worth pondering is if the 
U.S. should hold the new regime to minimum human rights standards in exchange for this continued 
military and economic assistance. 


Saudi Arabia 
The U.S. relationship with Saudi Arabia began with U.S. interest in securing access to oil, the 
world’s primary energy source throughout the 20th century and today. While the U.S. was the 
world’s major oil producer until the 1950s, strategists understood that the demand would eventually 
far exceed U.S. supply. American presence in Saudi Arabia began in the 1930s when Saudi King 
Abdul Aziz granted Standard Oil permission to drill. In 1943, during WWII, the administration of 
President Franklin Roosevelt provided aid to the strapped Saudi kingdom. The U.S. gained access 
to vital oil reserves and established friendly relations between their governments and Saudi Arabia 
started on the road to immense wealth. Saudi Arabia's alliance with the U.S. also assured the 
Saudis that any internal or external threats to its hegemony would be fruitless. 


The Arab-Israeli conflict posed serious challenges to the U.S.-Saudi relationship. In the October War 
of 1973, Egypt and Syria launched a joint attack against Israel, although Israel succeeded in driving 
back its enemies. During the conflict the Nixon administration ordered the airlifting of tons of military 
supplies to Israel to counter Soviet support to the Arab militaries. Saudi Arabia followed with an oil 
embargo to pressure the U.S. to offer more support for the Arabs in the conflict. Saudi Arabia 
threatened to withhold its oil until Israel withdrew its forces from the Palestinian-inhabited territories 
it occupied after the 1967 Six-Day War. Nixon sent Secretary of State Henry Kissinger to negotiate 
an agreement between Israel and Egypt and between Israel and Syria. This U.S. “shuttle diplomacy” 
proved effective, and the Gulf States ended their oil embargo in March 1974 without affecting the 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict. 


The conservative royal family that rules Saudi Arabia also controls the holy sites of Islam in Mecca 
and Medina. The country’s leaders promote a strict interpretation of Sunni Islam known as Salafism 
or Wahabism, which, together with the Saudi hereditary and absolutist monarchy, does not align 
well with the U.S.’s interest in promoting religious tolerance and democracy worldwide. U.S.-Saudi 
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foreign policy focuses primarily on 
maintaining good relations, which 
means that the United States 
generally avoided commenting on 
Saudi Arabia’s domestic issues, 
especially in connection to religious 
and legal matters that can affect 
the greater Middle East.  


Saudi Arabia is a military ally of the 
West, but this alliance rests largely 
on mutual opposition to Iran’s 
influence in the region. The recent 
thaw in seve ra l coun t r i es ’ , 
including the United States, 
relationships with Iran resulted from 

the nuclear negotiations’ Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action has displeased Saudi Arabia to great measure, and 
stoked a Sunni-Shia divide that continues to trouble the 
region.  


Since Iran’s Islamic Revolution in 1979, the role of both 
Shi’a and Sunni Islamic fundamentalism in politics has 
grown. While Saudi Arabia contributed significantly to this 
expansion, the failure of secular rulers in the Arab world to 
establish economic opportunities or national ideologies 
that transcended religious and ethnic allegiances also 
played a role. We see this play out in post-U.S. occupation 
Iraq with the rise of Daesh (ISIS, ISIL, IS), in Palestinian 
politics since the 1980s, and in Lebanon with the rising 
influence of Hezbollah. 


Despite these major cultural and political differences, Saudi Arabia remains a strategic U.S. ally, and 
the relationship serves to keep Saudi Arabia as a key power in the region. The recently negotiated 
Iran nuclear deal will test the U.S.-Saudi alliance, as it leaves the Saudis concerned about a 
strengthened and competitive Iran.


On January 3, 2016, Saudi Arabia executed 47 prisoners who had been charged with terrorism-
related crimes. Among those killed was a Shi’a religious leader who had led anti-government 
protests in the past. Predominantly Shi’a Iran reacted by storming the Saudi Arabian embassy in 
Tehran where after Saudi Arabia cut diplomatic ties with Iran. Several Arab nations followed suit and 
Saudi Arabia ostensibly punished those that did not by, among other things, cutting military aid 
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Due in large part to its dominance of the oil 
market, Saudi Arabia has been a significant 
ally to the United States.  Abdullah bin 
Abdelaziz Al Saud was the King of Saudi 
from 2005 until his death in 2015.  Here, 
President Obama and First Lady Michelle 
Obama, joined by Abdullah’s successor, 
King Salman, shake hands with members of 
the Saudi Royal Family in Riyadh, Saudi 
Arabia, in January 2015. At the time 
of writing (Winter 2016), the U.S.-
Saudi relationship has endured some 
turbulence due to the nuclear agreement 
with Iran as well as Saudi Arabia’s 
questionable human rights record.  

Photo courtesy of U.S. Department of State.
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(Lebanon). Further fracturing Sunni-Shi’a relations in the Middle East, this episode demonstrates 
how both how interconnected and fractured the region is.  


Turkey 
Turkey, a majority Sunni Muslim 
nation with an enduring tradition of 
secularism since its formation shortly 
after World War I, is a long-term 
military ally of the U.S. through its 
membership in NATO. This alliance 
flourished throughout the Cold War. 
During the U.S. intervention in 
Kuwait in 1991 to push back Iraq’s 
invasion of its oil-rich neighbor, the 
U.S. asked Turkey to support a trade 
embargo against Iraq with the 
promise to reimburse Turkey for its 
financial loss. After the U.S. failed to follow through on its 
promise, Turkey’s foreign policy shifted beyond its attention 
to U.S. interests, developing independent diplomatic relations 
with all of its neighbors. Nevertheless, U.S. interest in 
maintaining access to Turkish bases remains critical to U.S. 
military operations in Iraq and elsewhere in the region, 
especially in light of the prominence of ISIS and the rush of 
Syrian and other refugees into Turkey. Turkey’s governmental 
stability is tenuous, however, after a recent underwhelming 
but still majority vote left Turkey’s Islamist-leaning president, 
Recep Tayyep Erdoğan, in office. His administration has been 
in the headlines in recent months and years for its 
authoritarian tactics in repressing the media and public 
expression, and for its violent campaigns in the Kurdish-
dominated regions of Southeastern Turkey.  


For Further Exploration 
The U.S. invasion and occupation of Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq (2003), as well as the instability left 
in the aftermath of these invasions are pivotal to life in the contemporary Middle East. The fall of 
U.S.-friendly dictators in Egypt and Tunisia in 2011 as well as mounting civil wars in Syria, Libya, 
and Yemen all contribute to a dynamic and unpredictable landscape. Apart from its hotly contested 
drone warfare throughout the region, the Obama administration seems unable or unwilling to 
intervene militarily in Middle Eastern affairs given the great cost in U.S. military personnel lives and 
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Due to ongoing military involvement in 
Iraq and elsewhere, keeping a strong 
relationship with Turkey has been a 
priority for the U.S.  Turkey has 
allowed the U.S. to strategically use 
Turkish military bases for the 
deployment of U.S. troops.  Above, 
then Secretary of Defense Leon E. 
Panetta speaks with U.S. Air Force 
airmen at Incirlik Air Base, Turkey, on 
Dec. 13, 2012.  

Photo courtesy of U.S. Department of 
Defense.
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taxpayer dollars already expended in Afghanistan and Iraq. This is clearly an interesting time to be 
following events in the Middle East as well as U.S. involvement in the region. The teaching tools that 
follow, based on primary sources, assist with the challenge of deciphering unfolding events. 
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Teaching Tool 
The American Presidents and U.S. Policy in the Middle East 

When we are in the process of learning about an 
issue, our conclusions constantly evolve.  As we read 
and discuss and revise, we ultimately reach a point 
where we see the weight of evidence supporting a 
particular thesis. To that end, in this activity each 
group analyzes a presidential policy statement or 
quote in order to analyze and interpret some aspect of 
that particular administration’s Middle East foreign 
policy.


Here’s an example:  

To get a sense of the Carter administration’s Middle East foreign policy, specifically on Iran under 
the Shah, consult the following document:

“Tehran, Iran. Toasts of the President and the Shah at a State Dinner,” December 31, 1977. The 
American Presidency Project 
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=7080

In this document the Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, welcomes President Carter and 
his wife. Both the Shah and the president speak as part of the New Year’s toast. As you read 
through Carter’s speech you can get a sense of the U.S. relationship with Iran and how it reflects 
U.S. policy.

“Iran, because of the great leadership of the Shah, is an island of stability in one of the more 
troubled areas of the world. This is a great tribute to you, Your Majesty, and to your leadership and 
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Then President George H.W. Bush with former 
Presidents Reagan, Carter, Ford, and Nixon at 
the dedication of the Reagan Presidential 
Library in 1991. 

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=7
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to the respect and the 
admiration and love which 
your people give to you.”

The Carter Administration’s 
Iran policy was to support 
the Shah, as it saw him as 
promoting U.S. values and 
interests. Even though the 
Shah was not particularly 
popular among Iranians, 
Carter took this position because the alliance 
promoted U.S. economic and regional interests 
during the Cold War.

By using the primary source material of a presidential speech, the student develops skills of critical 
analysis and reasoning in order to draw a conclusion about U.S. foreign policies under that 
president.   


Primary Sources: Presidential Speeches 
Select from among the following documents (or have students research and find others) that are 
useful for looking at the trend in U.S. Middle East policy since the Carter presidency.

President Carter’s Remarks on Joint Statement at Camp David Summit (September 17, 1978)
http://millercenter.org/president/carter/speeches/speech-3401

“The Reagan Plan: U.S. Policy for Peace in the Middle East,” Council on Foreign Relations: 
Primary Sources. Speech by President Ronald Reagan, Sept 1, 1982.

http://www.cfr.org/israel/reagan-plan-us-policy-peace-middle-east/p14140


George H. W. Bush, Address on Iraq’s Invasion of Kuwait (August 8, 1990), University of Virginia, 
Miller Center

http://millercenter.org/president/bush/speeches/speech-5529


President Clinton's speech on Middle East peace at the Israel Policy Forum in New York 

http://www.usembassy-israel.org.il/publish/peace/archives/2001/january/me0108b.html


Selected Speeches of President George W. Bush 2001 – 2008, “Remarks on the Global War on 
Terror: The Enemy in Their Own Words,” Capital Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C. September 5, 
2006, pp. 393-408

http://georgewbushwhitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf


President Obama, “Remarks by the President on a new beginning,” Cairo University, 6/04/09
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In 2009, all living presidents met at the White House; 
From left: George H.W. Bush, Barack Obama, 
George W. Bush, Bill Clinton, and Jimmy Carter.  

http://millercenter.org/president/carter/speeches/speech-3401
http://www.cfr.org/israel/reagan-plan-us-policy-peace-middle-east/p14140
http://millercenter.org/president/bush/speeches/speech-5529
http://www.usembassy-israel.org.il/publish/peace/archives/2001/january/me010
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-cairo-university-6-04-09


President Obama, “Remarks by the President on the Middle East and North Africa”, May 19, 
2011. The White House, Office of the Press Secretary [After the first few months of the Arab 
Spring]

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/05/19/remarks-president-middle-east-and-north-africa


Obama’s Speech at the United Nations, Sept. 21, 2011

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UK7JEYqIfw4

transcript of speech [site requires creating a log in]: http://foreignpolicy.com/2011/09/21/full-text-of-obamas-speech-at-the-united-
nations/


Remarks by the President [Obama] in Address to the Nation on Syria The White House, Office of 
the Press Secretary, September 10, 2013

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/09/10/remarks-president-address-nation-syria


Transcript: President Obama's address to the nation on the San Bernardino terror attack and the 
war on ISIS, Dec 6, 2015

http://www.cnn.com/2015/12/06/politics/transcript-obama-san-bernardino-isis-address/


Discussion/Essay Questions and Classroom Activities
In small groups (or individually as an essay assignment), have students read a speech or selection 
of speeches from the list above.  Together in their groups, students will agree upon a conclusion or 
set of conclusions to be drawn from the speech(es) vis-à-vis U.S. policy in the Middle East and 
select a relevant quote from the speech that supports their conclusion.  Once the groups have 
determined their conclusions, try the following activities: 


1. Project one group’s conclusions on the screen and invite the other groups to comment, critique, 
etc. Follow this with another group’s conclusions and more discussion. Continue until all groups 
have presented their findings.  For an essay assignment, have students do a short essay where they 
summarize their group’s collective analysis of their selected U.S. administration’s Middle East policy, 
incorporating feedback from the class discussion.


2. After sharing all of the conclusions with the class as a whole (each conclusion paired with a 
supporting presidential quote), ask students to write a well-thought-out DBQ (Document-Based-
Question) essay that describes and analyzes U.S. Middle East Policy over time. 


3. Have students choose two presidents of contrasting parties. Find one or two selections from 
each of your chosen presidents’ speeches that indicate their Middle East policy. What is the 
president’s tone? What seems to be central to his policy? Write a comparative essay on these two 
administrations' Middle East policy.
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4. Analyze one president’s foreign policy over the course of their complete administration.  Do you 
find any significant changes? If so, why?  Be sure to use citations and quotes from the documents 
to support your argument.


For Further Exploration
Activity 1: Have students, individually or in groups, conduct research on current events at the time 
the speeches were given. What contemporary factors motivated your president’s policy, both 
domestic and international? Using specific quotes and citations from your research, compose an 
argumentative essay or speech that argues whether or not U.S. interests and values were balanced 
in the policy being analyzed. For ideas about how to frame the discussion or essays further, see 
Brown University’s Choices “Values activity” http://www.choices.edu/resources/values.php.


Activity 2: Select a president and research speeches made on the Middle East both during and 
after they have left office.  Do you see any changes of importance or interest?  President Carter 
would be a fruitful case study to investigate.  
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Teaching Tool 
An Evolving U.S. Middle 
East Policy (2001-2016) 
The attacks of September 11, 2001 
on the World Trade Center and the 
Pentagon have left a lasting influence 
on U.S. foreign policy in the Middle 
East to this day. Use the following 
prompts to explore how the United 
S t a t e s a c t i n g a n d p o t e n t i a l 
leadership has responded to this 
p i vo ta l even t t h rough po l i cy 
decisions and projections for the 
future.  Drawing upon President George W. Bush’s 
and President Barack Obama’s speeches from the 
Teaching Tool above, compare and contrast the 
American response to the attacks under both 
President Bush and President Obama. Analyze the 
rhetoric used in the 2016 U.S. presidential election 
on the subject of Middle East foreign policy.  Then 
using specific quotes and citations from you 
research, compose an essay that informants your 
reader as to their primary objectives and how they 
did, or planned to, reach their goals?  


Classroom Activities:  
1. Divide the class into three research groups (the Bush group, the Obama group, and the 2016 
presidential candidates group). 


2. Individual group members will closely examine and excerpt selections from the primary sources 
(speeches, policy statements, debates) that demonstrate foreign policy points of view and 
decisions.  Source material can be drawn from the speeches above but also from external research.  

3. Please analyze and comment on the following: 


a.	 President G.W. Bush’s actions and justifications for them following the September 
11th attacks, up until January 2009 when he left office.
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In the shadow of 9/11: President Barack Obama 
and First Lady Michelle Obama, along with former 
President George W. Bush and former First Lady 
Laura Bush, pause at the North Memorial Pool of 
the National September 11 Memorial in New York, 
N.Y., on the tenth anniversary of the 9/11 attacks 
against the United States, Sunday, Sept. 11, 2011. 
The North Memorial pool sits in the footprint of the 
north tower, formerly 1 World Trade Center.  

Photo courtesy of The White House’s photostream
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b.	 President Obama’s maintenance and/or alteration of the U.S.’s course of action and 
his justifications for those actions since taking office in January 2009 up to the present time.


c.	 How have the 9/11 attacks, foreign policy, Islam and terrorism figured into the formal 
debates, policy statements and speeches of the 2016 presidential candidates?


4. Come back together as a class so groups can share their selected excerpts and conclusions. 
Discuss what their president’s/candidates’ post-9/11 policy was, taking notes from the group 
discussion either individually or on a shared Google doc. 


5. Using their groups’ discussion notes, students will write a 300-500 word essay as a homework or 
classroom assignment  that informs their reader about their president’s or candidate’s post-9/11 
Middle East policy. Be sure to include quotes. 


For Further Exploration 
Role-Play: Mock Debate/Campaign/Election


Have students, in groups, craft their own Middle East 
policy around the issues explored in the above activities. 
With the teacher as the moderator, run a mock 
presidential debate (perhaps having the students rotate in 
debating their campaign’s position).  After all the ideas 
have been presented, hold a mock election.  Hold a class 
discussion where students have an opportunity to discuss 
why they voted the way they did.  Discuss some of the 
values that are guiding these decisions, whether in role-
play or in the real world.     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A selection of 2016 Presidential candidates, 
in Lego form.   

Photo courtesy of Flickr/Colleen P
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Sources and for Further Reading 

Scott Anderson, Lawrence in Arabia: War, Deceit, Imperial Folly and the Making of the Modern 
Middle East (2013)

John Bradley, After the Arab Spring: How Islamists Hijacked the Middle East (2012)

Crash Course World History videos on the Middle East.
http://tiny.cc/ru9t6x

David Fromkin, A Peace to End All Peace, The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and the Creation of the 
Modern Middle East (1989)

Ari Shavit, My Promised Land: The Triumph and Tragedy of Israel (2013) 

Sandy Tolan, The Lemon Tree: An Arab, a Jew, and the Heart of the Middle East (2008)

Lawrence Wright, Thirteen Days in September: Carter, Begin, and Sadat at Camp David, 
(2014)

"Iran’s Nuclear Program After the Deal: A Visual Guide", Vox, July 16, 2015.
http://www.vox.com/2015/7/15/8970455/iran-deal-charts

Brown University, Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs, Choices Program. 
There are a wide variety of teacher and student-friendly materials specifically about the 
Middle East. Highly recommended from Choices:
“The Middle East in Transition: Questions for U.S. Policy.” 
See also Choices “Teaching with the news” that provide helpful and free materials. 
(www.choices.edu).

http://tiny.cc/ru9t6x
http://www.vox.com/2015/7/15/8970455/iran-deal-charts
http://tiny.cc/ru9t6x
http://www.vox.com/2015/7/15/8970455/iran-deal-charts
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MEPC (Middle East Policy Council) Resources  

“Containing the Islamic State” by Thomas Juneau 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/containing-islamic-state


“The Middle East in 2025: Implications for U.S. Policy” by Mohammed Ayoob 
http://mepc.org/articles-commentary/commentary/middle-east-2025-implications-us-policy


“How U.S. Intelligence Got Iran Wrong” by Gareth Porter 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/how-us-intelligence-got-iran-wrong


“Lessons from America’s Misadventures in the Middle East” by Chas W. Freeman, Jr.  
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/lessons-americas-misadventures-middle-east 


“U.S.-Arab Relations: Forks in the Way Forward by Chas W. Freeman, Jr.” 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-arab-relations-forks-way-forward


“Democracy, Autocrats, and U.S. Policies in the Middle East” by Tivo Kivimäki 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/democracy-autocrats-and-us-policies-
middle-east 


“The Arab Spring: U.S. Democracy Promotion in Egypt” by Erin Snider and David M. Faris 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/arab-spring-us-democracy-promotion-egypt 


“Egyptian Politics and American Diplomacy” by William A. Rugh 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/egyptian-politics-and-american-diplomacy 


“Creating Democrats?  Testing the Arab Spring” by Ashley Barnes  
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/creating-democrats-testing-arab-spring


“U.S. Power in the Middle East: Not Declining” by Thomas Juneau 
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-power-middle-east-not-declining


http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/containing-islamic-state
http://mepc.org/articles-commentary/commentary/middle-east-2025-implications-us-policy
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/how-us-intelligence-got-iran-wrong
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/lessons-americas-misadventures-middle-east
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-arab-relations-forks-way-forward
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/democracy-autocrats-and-us-policies-middle-east%20
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/arab-spring-us-democracy-promotion-egypt%20
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/egyptian-politics-and-american-diplomacy
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-power-middle-east-not-declining
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/containing-islamic-state
http://mepc.org/articles-commentary/commentary/middle-east-2025-implications-us-policy
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/how-us-intelligence-got-iran-wrong
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/lessons-americas-misadventures-middle-east
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-arab-relations-forks-way-forward
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/democracy-autocrats-and-us-policies-middle-east%20
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/arab-spring-us-democracy-promotion-egypt%20
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/egyptian-politics-and-american-diplomacy
http://mepc.org/journal/middle-east-policy-archives/us-power-middle-east-not-declining
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Common Core/Standards  
Common Core/Standards/College, Career, and Civic Life (C3)  
Anchor Standards Reading 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.1 
Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences from it; cite 
specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn from the text. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.4 
Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text, including determining technical, connotative, 
and figurative meanings, and analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.7 
Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats, including visually and 
quantitatively, as well as in words. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.R.10 
Read and comprehend complex literary and informational texts independently and proficiently. 

Anchor Standards Writing 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.1 
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.W.2 
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas and information clearly 
and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.4 
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.5 
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 
approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience.   

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.7 
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-
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http://www.corestandards.org/ela-literacy/ccra/r/1/
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generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize 
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.8 
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced 
searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source in answering the research question; 
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 
following a standard format for citation.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.9 
Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.9-10.10 
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and revision) and shorter 
time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

Anchor Standards Speaking and Listening 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.1 
Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, 
and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grades 9-10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others' 
ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.4 
Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically such that 
listeners can follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, substance, and style 
are appropriate to purpose, audience, and task.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.9-10.6 
Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when 
indicated or appropriate.   

Social Studies ELA Standards by Subject/Grade (9-10)  
Reading: Informational Text »	  Grade 9-10 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.1 
Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well 
as inferences drawn from the text.
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CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.4 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, 
connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word choices on 
meaning and tone.

   
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.7 
Analyze various accounts of a subject told in different mediums (e.g., a person's life story in both 
print and multimedia), determining which details are emphasized in each account.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.9-10.10 
By the end of grade 9, read and comprehend literacy nonfiction in the grades 9-10 text complexity 
band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high end of the range. By the end of grade 10, 
read and comprehend literary nonfiction at the high end of the grades 9-10 text complexity band 
independently and proficiently. 

History/Social Studies »	  Grade 9-10 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.1 
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and secondary sources, attending to 
such features as the date and origin of the information.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.4 
Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including vocabulary 
describing political, social, or economic aspects of history/social science. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.9-10.10 
By the end of grade 10, read and comprehend history/social studies texts in the grades 9-10 text 
complexity band independently and proficiently 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.1 
Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.4  
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.5  
Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, or trying a new 
approach, focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose and audience. 
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CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.7  
Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects to answer a question (including a self-
generated question) or solve a problem; narrow or broaden the inquiry when appropriate; synthesize 
multiple sources on the subject, demonstrating understanding of the subject under investigation.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.8  
Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources, using advanced 
searches effectively; assess the usefulness of each source in answering the research question; 
integrate information into the text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and 
following a standard format for citation.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.9  
Draw evidence from informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.


CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.9-10.10  
Write routinely over extended time frames (time for reflection and revision) and shorter time frames 
(a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and audiences. 

NCSS Themes 
2. Time, Continuity, and Change 

Through the study of the past and its legacy, learners examine the institutions, values, and beliefs of 
people in the past, acquire skills in historical inquiry and interpretation, and gain an understanding 
of how important historical events and developments have shaped the modern world. This theme 
appears in courses in history, as well as in other social studies courses for which knowledge of the 
past is important.


5. Individuals, Groups, and Institutions   

Institutions such as families and civic, educational, governmental, and religious organizations, exert 
a major influence on people’s lives. This theme allows students to understand how institutions are 
formed, maintained, and changed, and to examine their influence. In schools, this theme typically 
appears in units and courses dealing with sociology, anthropology, psychology, political science, 
and history. 

9. Global Connections 

The realities of global interdependence require an understanding of the increasingly important and 
diverse global connections among world societies. This theme prepares students to study issues 
arising from globalization. It typically appears in units or courses dealing with geography, culture, 
economics, history, political science, government, and technology. 
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NCSS C3 Framework 

D2.Eco.1.9-12 

Analyze how incentives influence choices that may result in policies with a range of costs and 
benefits for different groups. 

D2.Geo.5.9-12 

Evaluate how political and economic decisions throughout time have influenced cultural and 
environmental characteristics of various places and regions. 

D2.His.1.9-12 

Evaluate how historical events and developments were shaped by unique circumstances of time 
and place as well as broader historical contexts.


D2.His.4.9-12 

Analyze complex and interacting factors that influenced the perspectives of people during different 
historical eras. 


D2.His.5.9-12 

Analyze how historical contexts shaped and continue to shape people’s perspectives.


D4.6.9-12 

Use disciplinary and interdisciplinary lenses to understand the characteristics and causes of local, 
regional, and global problems; instances of such problems in multiple contexts; and challenges and 
opportunities faced by those trying to address these problems over time and place.


D4.7.9-12 

Assess options for individual and collective action to address local, regional, and global problems 
by engaging in self-reflection, strategy identification, and complex causal reasoning. 
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